Calendar Mysteries #3: March Mischief (A Stepping Stone Book(TM))
It's a mystery every month from popular A to Z Mysteries author Ron Roy! March is for Madness... In the third book of the Calendar Mysteries - an early chapter book mystery series featuring the younger siblings of the A to Z Mysteries detectives - it's St. Patrick's Day in Green Lawn. Bradley, Brian, Nate, and Lucy dress up a leprechaun statue for the town's yearly contest. They leave it out on the porch overnight, but the next morning, it's missing! And theirs isn't the only one. All over town, leprechauns are disappearing. Who is behind the mischief? It will take four kids and the luck of the Irish to find out. Parents, teachers, and librarians agree that these highly collectible chapter books are perfect for emerging readers and any kid who loves mysteries!
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### Customer Reviews

I was happy to find this new series for my students who like the A to Z Mysteries. The books are the perfect length for students who are just stepping into chapter books, and the content keeps them interested. I will definitely be buying more.

As a second grade teacher I bought multiple copies to use for guided reading. The kids loved this
story and I bought January Jokers, too. They also love the A-Z Mysteries by Ron Roy. I saw a great leap in reading scores as they were so enthralled with these books.

Such a good book! I hope you enjoy this book as much as I did! There is something mysterious happening in Green-lawn! A little mischief and jokes! Such an interesting book! BUT do not start March Mischief unless your ready to finish it! I could hardly put this book down! Instead of reading one chapter I would find myself reading the whole book! I can't wait to read more of Ron Roy's books!

This book is good because when it looks like the leprechauns were stolen by Lucky but then the kids found them in a closet in the police station. I think this book is a good book for March. I recommend this book to anybody who has read most of the books in the series.

My daughter loves all the books in this series. She is six years old, and the books are perfect for her to read on her own. My four year old enjoys hearing them read out loud.

"March Mischief" - Calendar Mysteries #2 - by Ron Roy. The younger siblings of the three main characters of the A-Z mysteries are best friends. They solve mysteries. In this particular book, there is a statue missing. St. Patricks day is this month. The kids get a mysterious phone call to tell them who stole the statue. But is the caller telling the truth? They will find out. And you will find out if you read this book. These best friends solve mysteries all through the year; one for each month. Highly recommended. Very cozy little series.

We bought this for our grandson who's birthday is in March & thought he’d get a kick out of it and one way to introduce him to this series of books. He’ll enjoy reading this and his father will be happy that's he’s doing some reading as well!

Very interesting mystery to solve! This book made me feel like I was a real character in this book! I thought it was sooo exciting!
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